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Chapter 13 Toward the Sovereign State, c. 1300–1500
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Why also, we might ask, did a peasant girl care, as Joan most certainly did, about
the king of France? In Joan’s strong conviction that France should be ruled by a French
king, we can see the growth of a patriotic or national consciousness among ordinary
Europeans. These loyalties are hard to trace and harder to explain, but they were certainly stronger in the ﬁfteenth century than earlier, and they would grow stronger still
in later centuries. The new importance of vernacular languages—still in formation, but
important nonetheless—contributed to the growth of national consciousness; so too
did the importance of national universities and, eventually, national churches; and, of
course, the waning inﬂuence of the most dominant international institution in Europe—
the papacy with its vision of a trans-European Christendom—cannot be discounted.
From these causes and others, late medieval Europeans began to feel that they shared a
common history, a common interest, and a common future with some people (usually
those with whom they also shared a monarch or a language)—and not with others. This
formation of national identities would extend far beyond the conﬁnes of the Middle
Ages, but by the ﬁfteenth century in some realms, national loyalties were slowly beginning to supplement feudal loyalties as a buttress of royal power.
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As we saw in Chapter 10, English kings strengthened their position in the Central
Middle Ages through better bureaucracies, expanded legal systems, and judicious use
of parliaments. In the Later Middle Ages, this process continued (see Timeline 13.1).
Slowly the king’s ministers came to be seen not merely as his personal servants but
also as servants of the realm, answerable for their actions to the great magnates or even
parliaments (from this principle derived new procedures for ministerial impeachment).
Slowly too the king’s justice reached more fully throughout the realm, especially with
the fourteenth-century introduction of new ofﬁcers called justices of the peace who held
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